Harbor breeze ceiling fan not working

Otherwise the fan will not function. The black hot wire operates fan, white wire is common
which operates light and fan. Green wire is ground wire. Check pin connection on mounting
bracket. If there is multiple fans in the home there may be a conflict with the dip switch settings.
Adjust settings and reprogram fans as necessary in both remote and fan. If light is not coming
on then signal is not being sent to fan - adjust frequency dip switch settings on remote and
ceiling fan. Check for proper bulb wattage. Refer to bulb replacement for proper bulb wattages.
Make sure they are connected correctly. Turn power off and inpect all wire connections on the
ceiling outlet box. The bracket must be flush without movement against the outlet box. Lift up
the yoke cover and tighten the set screw to the yoke until secure. Apply a light coat of furniture
polish to the wood fan blades to add protection and to help prevent dust build up on fan blades.
If you have more than one remote control in the room, you need to change the dip switch
setting as follows: Slide the dip switch to 1 inside the battery compartment and turn the power
to the fan OFF and then turn the power ON and you should hear the remote receiver make two
musical sounds indicating that the power supply is normal. Within 30 seconds press the Learn
button on the back of the transmitter in the battery compartment. Your remote and fan should
be synchronized. To verify successful synchronization, the ceiling fan light if installed will blink
3 times and remain ON, and the fan will rotate on High Speed. Home Subscribe to our
newsletters. Privacy policy. Terms of service. Check out our work. Near me. Services that we
offer. Schedule an appointment. Home Tips and home repair. Site Blog. Best Handyman ever.
Customer Care. Navigation Home. About Us. Helpful Links. Standard troubleshooting for Harbor
Breeze ceiling fan. A Trusted Handyman Company Since Licensed and Insured. Handyman
Service in Jacksonville. Harbor Breeze Ceiling Fans Troubleshooting is not an easy task, you
may read more information below. You may think that it is an unimportant statement but firstly,
you need to diagnose a problem. The customer has to identify the problem. You can face one of
the common issues like humming or whirring noise. If you come across a humming noise then
you may face the problem of blades alignment. It is because of the dirt that accumulates on the
top of the blades. It may take years to gather this dirt and end of the day you will face whirring
or humming noise. If you hear humming sound while your fan is moving then you should check
your blades are warped or twisted. You can perform this task by using the measuring tape
which can determine the distance of blade to the ceiling. It is a common rule that all of the
blades should be at an equal distance. If they appear one or more than one inch away from its
destination then you have to solve the issue. In order to perform this task, you have to use the
blade balancing kit. It will help you to identify that which blade is having a balancing issue.
Apart from this issue, you may face other issues like remote control , wiring, and light kits etc.
Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Previous Post:. One comment I want
a light kit for my harbor breeze ceiling fan mine Bernau when you get back to me on this. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. You can find some Harbor
Breeze Troubleshooting tips on our website. We are of the view that we can help you to
troubleshoot your Harbor Breeze ceiling fan. You may face several issues which are common
and applicable to these fans. We shall discuss them one by one. If your fan is not turning on
then you may call it a simple issue but it is not. However, we will try to make things simple or
easier for you by giving you a piece of advice or guidance. Firstly, you have to identify the
problem that where is it? There are two things to do it that are pull chain and remote. If you have
done both steps and your fan is still not turning on then you need to take a closer look. Are you
facing a problem with the remote? If your remote is not working and your pull chain is working
or not? If you are unable to start your fan with both options then you need to move to next step.
Otherwise, you have to troubleshoot the remote first. When your fan does not start in any way
and remote troubleshooting is also unsuccessful. When you start the fan and hear a grinding
noise then turn off the fan immediately. You may have a problem with the motor. You can
identify these problems if your fan is turning on slowly and not turning in a proper way. The
customer may hear the grinding noises and that can be coming out of the motor. When you face
this situation then your motor tries to turn the fan but fails. There are several causes behind it
including bad blade, bad blade arm or being fan dirty or bad mechanical parts. Therefore, you
should clean the fan well especially the blades of the fan. Then check any noticeable issue with
the fan blades like dents, warps or any other. The blades of the fan should be symmetrical
otherwise, you may face a problem because of unbalanced blades. You can use blade balancing
kit for this purpose. If your fan is working in reverse but not in a forward position or vice versa
then there may a problem with the motor or other mechanical parts. The reverse module shows
that bad inside of the fan but the replacement is not expensive. If you face the problem after a
problem surge then try the following steps. After doing Harbor Breeze Troubleshooting you will
not face the problem again. Post navigation. Your email address will not be published. Skip to
content. Previous Post:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

Harbor Breeze is a famous and trusted brand when you look into ceiling fans. Whether you want
a quiet ceiling fan for your bedroom or looking for a ceiling fan for your living room, this brand
is replete with desirable options for you. However, there are some issues you may experience
while using a ceiling fan like any other brand. If your Harbor Breeze ceiling fan is not working or
troubling you, this Harbor breeze ceiling fan troubleshooting guide will be helpful. We have
discussed how to identify and fix a number of ceiling fan issues. We also recommend proper
maintenance of your ceiling fan. We do not recommend opening up your fan, especially if your
ceiling fan has a warranty or your have no or little technical knowledge. However, if it is
imperative to disassemble your ceiling fan or any of its accessories, it is important to keep
these precautions in mind. A number of issues can occur and result in complete halt of the fan
functionality. Here is the list of common problems of Harbor Breeze ceiling fan and their
solutions:. Ceiling fan remote is one of the basic accessories that can be connected to a ceiling
fan. That is why if your harbor breeze remote is not working, it is a common issue. If your
ceiling fan remote is not functioning properly you may need to follow these steps to find out the
cause of the problem. Is your Harbor Breeze remote light staying on despite you are not
pressing any buttons? Try some of these solutions to fix it:. If the remote is having frequency
problems, then you can do Harbor breeze remote programming to allow synchronization and
make the communication of the fan receiver effective even if it has no reset button. Here are the
simple steps you need to follow to program a Harbor Breeze remote:. If the ceiling fan has a
light kit, press the on and off light buttons to sync them too. Are your Harbor Breeze light kits
not working? If the ceiling fan is working but the lights not, here are some recommendations to
find the main cause of the malfunctioning:. Is your Harbor Breeze ceiling fan stopped working
suddenly? Here are the possible reasons for this issue:. Test the remote to ensure whether the
settings are correct or not. If your Harbor Breeze ceiling fan works but no light as it turns off
randomly by itself, then these are the possible reasons:. Harbor breeze fans may keep running
even after you have pressed the wall switch to turn it off. Firstly, you need to turn off the power
at the main house source to turn off the ceiling fan before searching for the issue. Here are the
possible causes:. You should now be able to reverse the direction of your ceiling fan to allow
warm air circulation for the winter season. A Harbor Breeze ceiling fan is an important appliance
for any home that helps you to go through different weathers successfully. With this helpful
guide on Harbor Breeze ceiling fan troubleshooting, you can now fix the issues that may occur.
The fixes of the problems we listed here are easy and fast to complete. Your fan will be fixed
and start rotating and you will be able to enjoy the breeze within no time. Casablanca Ceiling
Fan Troubleshooting. Kichler Fan Troubleshooting Guide. Facebook Twitter Pinterest LinkedIn.
Casablanca Ceiling Fan Manuals. You may also like. View all posts. We can certainly help you to
troubleshoot your Harbor Breeze Ceiling Fan. There are a number of common issues that apply
to these fans. The most common issues are as follows:. However, we can make things easier for
you by providing some advice and guidance. The first thing to understand is, where is the
problem? Is the problem with the remote? Is there a pullchain on the fan that works if the
remote is not? Otherwise, try remote troubleshooting first. It could be a problem with the motor.
Motor problems are usually indicated by the fan turning on very slowly, not turning properly,
and hearing grinding noises coming from the fan, or other noises that are coming from the
motor. When this is happening, the motor is trying to turn the fan, but not able to do so. This
could be caused by the fan being dirty, a bad blade, a bad blade arm, or other bad mechanical
parts. Clean the fan well, especially the fan blades. Use a damp cloth. Are there any noticeable
problems with the fan blades â€” any warps, dents, or other? If the blades are not completely
symmetrical, it can cause a problem with the fan due to unbalanced blades. Try using a blade
balancing kit to sort out the issues. If the fan will work in reverse but not in forward position, or
vica versa, there could be a problem with either the motor, or another mechanism inside the fan.
The reverse module could be bad inside of the fan. If you still need help troubleshooting your
fan, we recommend this extended ceiling fan troubleshooting guide which applies to most fans
regardless of make or model. If you are starting the fan from the remote Is the problem with the
remote? If the fan cannot be started in any way and remote troubleshooting has also failed Does
the fan make any noise when you turn it on? Does it work in forward, reverse or any mode? If
the problem occurred after a problem surge, try the following. Turn the fan off using the remote
control. Spin the blades manually in the direction you want the fan to turn turn it slowly with
your hands Turn the fan on, then off, then on Repeat until the fan begins operating correctly.
There is a variety of different models available in relation to Harbor Breeze Ceiling Fans. This is
a step by step guide that will explain how to connect a Harbor Breeze fan and light to two
switches, however because these instructions are mostly generic, the same steps can apply to
many other ceiling fans. Neutral: white wire. The light and fan both will have a white wire for
neutral â€” this is common. Be aware of possible electrical shock, so non-contact is best. Look

for white wire from ceiling â€” connect it to the remote receiver module â€” white wire, inside of
the fan. Black wire â€” connect from ceiling to the remote receiver module inside of the fan â€”
black wire. Blue wire â€” connect it from the output side of the remote receiver system, inside
the fan to the blue wire inside of there. For more help with ceiling fan wiring be sure to check
out this super useful article on ceiling fan wiring. Like many parts for Harbor Breeze Ceiling
Fans, finding an end cap can be challenging. When looking around on Google there are many
websites that you will find. All of them say they have end caps available, but looking closer
none of them do. Again, just being honest here. Even if you find some replacement end caps,
chances are you may not be able to find the specific one for your model. We recommend the
following course of action if looking for Harbor Breeze end caps:. The Harbor Breeze Bellhaven
Ceiling Fan is pretty standard in that it has five reversible blades, with a three speed motor.
What is appealing about the Bellhaven is that it has an attached light kit; and it has a lovely
finish. The maple and walnut blade finish is quite handsome. It looks great in a rustic decor
setting, or pretty much any decor for that matter. The alternate finish of golden cherry and dark
teak blades is certainly another handsome option as well. With the option of different finishes
which are so opposite of each other, the Harbor Breeze Bellhaven Ceiling Fan certainly is a
versatile offering. The Aero has your usual features â€” 5 reversible blades, and the motor has
three speeds. In order for the blades to be reversible, the motor allows reverse function as well.
On this page we list some of the resources that are available for this fan. These resources
include the manual, as well as other support resources that will get added to the page and to the
site over time. The ceiling fan manual that we provide here provides some assistance in terms
of the Aero ceiling fan. The information presented within the manual include the following:.
Wiring, as an example, is always one issue that requires much assistance. Generally, many of
the wiring colors as it applies to ceiling fan installations is generic. This means that a green
color wire for a fan or a black color wire for a fan generally constitute the same thing, e. If you
are looking for more assistance with ceiling fan wiring, we can certainly recommend useful
guides like this one for providing additional assistance with ceiling fan wiring. Ceiling Fan
Wiring â€” Help with wiring colors. This Harbor Breeze Beach creek fan has a 44 inch blade
span, and comes complete with a brushed nickel finish, It has a LED light kit which comes with
the fan. The fan also comes with a remote which will turn the fan or light kit on and off. Although
it may be a thought that light kits are common with fans, this is not always the case. Many fans
do not actually come with a light kit. This is important to understand. The fan features a energy
efficient light kit. Airflow is almost 4, CFM. This makes this fan a good pick for small rooms, but
not for larger rooms as you might imagine. If you do want to have some good airflow in a larger
room, look for a larger fan. Having a touch screen on any piece of electronics is always helpful
and improves visibility. With LCD remotes you can see everything the fan is doing, which only
further improves visibility. LCD Displays add a digital overview of what all of the controls are
currently set to. When looking online for Harbor Breeze LCD ceiling fan remote controls, the
problem is that they are difficult to find. There are not many that exist on the Internet for our site
visitors to buy. We get asked from time to time, can you provide me with the LCD or touch
screen ceiling fan remote for my Harbor Breeze. The model number is , as an example. We wish
we could help with these inquiries, but we are not able to find many touch screen remote
controls from Harbor Breeze that are available whatsoever. If you do know of a place we can
acquire them, other than Home Depot please do feel free to let us know. Generally, Home Depot
is probably your best bet. We hear all of the horror and war stories from people who have tried
and tried to get parts from that retailer so we understand if you have tried and are having
trouble. Generally these remotes can operate up to 40 feet from the fan. Also, one important
note is that these remotes do not always work with flushmount fans. Keep this in mind. Not all
ceiling fans are compatible with this type of remote control, so you need to check and make
sure before purchase that it is compatible or not. The Harbor Breeze Waveport ceiling fan is a
residential fan with a light kit. The light kit comes with the fan, so you do not need to buy a light
kit for the fan. This fan has a size of 52 inches in terms of the fan blade size. The finish is a
lovely bronze. Are any of us? I suppose some people are. The light kit features a single light.
The fan is damp rated as well. The fan also comes with two 60 watt candleabra bulbs. On the
fan, there is a motor warranty which is a limited lifetime warranty. All other parts on this fan
have a 1 year warranty. The fan itself has three speeds. In terms of the warranty, it is good that
there is a limited lifetime on the motor so you know that if there is a motor defect it will be
replaced under warranty. The Harbor Breeze Centreville fan is a 5 blade fan with reversible
blades, and a blade span of 42 inches. The fan is specifically designed to be used in rooms with
ceilings that are low. The motor on the fan is powerful, and quiet. It creates high airflow while
not producing a lot of noise output. The fan features three speeds, and with the reverse function
you can run the fan the entire year. In terms of measuring and figuring out if this fan will work

for the room you are thinking of, the height from the ceiling to the bottom of the Centreville fan
is almost 14 inches â€” It is possible that your ceiling fan dipswitch is malfunctioning, or needs
to be replaced. The first thing you need to understand about dipswitches with ceiling fans, is
they are the programming between the remote and the receiver. The dip switch modules on
either the receiver of the remote should be replaced as a very last resort. Dipswitch modules
may require replacement when you notice that they are no longer connected properly.
Dipswitch modules have leads, where they are generally soldered into the receiver and the
remote. Unless they are loose, they should not need to be replaced. With all of that being said,
to replace dipswitches you will need to know how to solder. Dipswitches are generally soldered
into the circuit board, much the same way as transistors or capacitors. Remotes are generally
not too expensive. In a sweeping turn of events, a recall issue has been ordered on Harbor
Breeze Santa-Ana ceiling fans. There is the possibility that your Santa Ana ceiling fan can
develop a problem with the blade holder. The blade holders can develop cracks over time and
potentially break, which leads to the blade shooting off from the fan. Look on the fan motor,
inside of the remote control. You can also identify this fan as it has two dark brown, curved
blades, frosted white bulbs, and a blade arm holder in a brushed nickel finish. If you have this
fan, then the blade holders or blade arms need to be replaced â€” but not the entire fan. Call
Harbor Breeze â€” the manufacturer, the phone number is Their hours of operation are between
8 am and 5 PM. If requiring only one switch for the fan and one for the light: Neutral: white wire.
Finding Harbor Breeze End Caps can be challenging. We recommend the following course of
action if looking for Harbor Breeze end caps: Call the manufacturer and ask them what end caps
will be compatible with your fan. Ask the manufacturer or any support line you can talk to, for
the part numbers of end caps that are compatible with your fan Scour the Internet for those part
numbers. Try Googling for the part numbers, or searching for them on Ebay. The Bellhaven Fan
is a lovely, handsome appealing fan to the eye. It has a couple of different finish options. Here
you see the walnut finish â€” it looks good, right? What do you think? Would this make a good
addition to your home? The information presented within the manual include the following:
Installation assistance Care and Maintenance Troubleshooting Downrod Style Mounting Wiring
Wiring, as an example, is always one issue that requires much assistance. Ceiling Fan Wiring
â€” Help with wiring colors Below you will find the manual for this ceiling fan. Which model has
been recalled? How do I know if I have this fan? The Santa Ana fan from Harbor Breeze has
been recalled. What should I do if I have this ceiling fan? Harbor Breeze is a trusted brand when
it comes to ceiling fans. Whether you are looking for a fan for your living space or a quiet ceiling
fan for the bedroom , they have some of the best options out there. However, just like any other
brand, there are a couple of issues that may arise with your fan. When this happens, this Harbor
Breeze ceiling fan troubleshooting guide should come in handy. We have covered how to
identify and fix a wide range of ceiling fan issues. We also provide advice for proper
maintenance of the fan. However, if it is mandatory to disassemble the fan or any of its
accessories, it is important to adhere to these simple precautions. Several problems could
occur leading to a dismal or complete halt of the fan functionality. Here are the common
problems and their solutions:. T he remote is one of the important accessories connected to a
fan. Therefore, issues related to the Harbor Breeze remote are very common. If your ceiling fan
remote is not working you may want to follow these steps to find out the cause of the problem.
Is your remote light staying on despite you not pressing any buttons? Try some of these
solutions:. If the remote has frequency issues, then you can program it to allow synchron
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ization and effective communication with the fan receiver even if it has no reset button. Do you
have Harbor Breeze light kit problems? Test the remote to make sure the settings are correct. If
your ceiling fan works but no light as it turns off randomly by itself, then these are the probable
causes:. The ceiling fan may keep running even after you have pressed the wall switch to turn it
off. Make sure to turn off power at the main house source to turn off the fan before searching for
the problem. Here are the probable causes:. You should now be able to reverse your ceiling fan
direction to enable warm air circulation for the winter months. A Harbor Breeze fan is an
important appliance that helps you get through different weather cycles. With this handy guide,
you can now easily solve any problems that may arise while incurring minimal costs. The
solutions listed here are also fast and easy to complete. Within no time, your fan will be up and
running and you can enjoy the breeze again.

